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“One In Light”

ARCADIAN “Men And Women of Arc” - War AGAINST Poverty

Global Woman-Power Leads Project Phoenix against Global Poverty”

…..Match-off .......
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“Shebah Sai ‘Ra III calls on Women and Men of Honour and Valour rich or poor, Worldwide whatever the Nation, language, Religion, Politics, or Tribe to join the Arc of Nubia to support THEIR own Home Regions in the Federations’ Pilot Program of this Global Humanitarian Initiative”.


The Pilot Program is based on the PVIIP PRIMARY Program Trans-African Nations Urban & Rural Regions Infrastructural Development Agenda & Duplication support, in all areas where possible, via the Global Arc Chapters Humanitarian Network that is formulated and structured as the PVIIP Primary Agenda support platform, integrated, in part, within the Pilot Program.

Womanpower Leads Project 257 Nations Campaign

The Arcadian Community Women are responsible for the worlds 257 Nations, Kingdoms & Indigenous Nations SIMULTANEOUS Humanitarian Support PILOT Project, “One In Light”, Earth Mother’s VERSUS Poverty Project VII Phoenix Primary pre-agenda. A "Firewall Humanitarian Global Families all-out war, to build as a united front, within the collective possibilities and economic grass-roots community survival “firewall”, to support internal localized efforts, within the 257 Nations, States, District, local Organizations, Kingdoms’ Houses, Indigenous Nations Traditional Leaderships & Global Middle & Lower Financial scale”, in the African Kingdoms Empress Shebah III “War Against Growing Unemployment & Global Poverty, affecting all of Humanity’s Cradle.

A. “Beloved Humanity, I weigh on my own scales, of balance of logic, self-learnt, taught by environment, and honored with Letters of each its scales. You if you know you can support, and so to you the Community, but not lettered in doctor of whatever sort of acceptance scale, you send in your request just as well for that shall be the first that shall be reviewed, this program is for the all so thus, you as well, the Men and Women of Heart.

B. You Mothers that are active or at home, welcome to the Arc, you all are, you go have a look, the Academy is not difficult and we are a family. You can do much and we need you too.
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C. You, of the business and corporate Community, we need you as well, for in life, it is greater in harbor when with strength, of Tug and Ship, for success steer.

D. You, the Churches and all Houses of Faith, you as well we so need, to guide your congregation where needed, so we help us help ourselves, so they too stronger stand and that of your church pillars.

E. You, all retired from service, of Humanitarian support, you are desperately needed, to support and advise, on how best the Youth can walk and support the Program with training, in diplomacy, tact and peace, in beat of singular purpose, in our IPRAFPI Mission.

F. You, all the laborers, bless your hearts and bless the farmer’s hands, and all blessed with power of Skills, we do need you, so much.

In short beloved be you who you are of Tree-top to Grass-roots and be you in the undecided lot:

G. or placed in cage or err, all of Heart are welcome to participate, to support YOUR OWN HOMETOWN, Nation and Region, on this Agenda and by us all, in Earth’s lands repeat the same. We will be helping all in Unity start, by a small hand to make Stand.

H. To you the Youth, you I have not place in forget, but purposed the end of that and this the start of the Journey, for it is for you, thus to be done WITH you, and not simply on n-requested behalf. I was once Young and in your shoes looking on my own thoughts will be, “oh dear lord save us from crazy parents and Govies!!!”, which is often with good cause. No one on Earth can deny that accusation in accord and just on scales of active or passive participation. You are Right. Here is a small opportunity, but all I have possible to make the door you need then open, go through, we most definitely need your help! You keep the faith, most precious of resources, on this our Earth, you are our Future, blessed with much, in pride of achievements and talents waiting to become. I ask of you the Youths, take my hand in challenge and let us together change that Status Quo, to one preferred.

I. Join in and do just that by interactive participation and voice, at all levels, as well as opportunity for you that excel, to equally sit in lead to help your District, Region, State or Nation. It is up to you, and your applied ability and gifts of Talent.

J. Teachers we need you in our front line very start, so thus every and all with laptop, or cell, that are reading, you that care to make a change, why not join us in our small way, to do our part in collective unity, there is nothing you can lose, just gain in its’ active exercise, and that of you in Faith in us all, to see it happen” …………Shebah III.
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Project Mission Ambassadresses’

The Arc Royal Chapters Leadership AMBASSADRESSES mission is a Special Portfolio of the Crown FOS QUEENS Council of the Royal Kingdoms & Indigenous Nations Federation titled "ONE IN LIGHT".

Those selected will be working to set up Humanitarian support programs for families;

- Including Housing Programs Support, Job Creation Programs
- Federation Internal Project Planning
- School Support Programs
- Homeless Family Support Programs
- and all such within each region, in accordance to the needs
- and request areas of greatest support of that region’s People,
- through the funding SUPPORT of THEIR activities, within the formulation of the Program.
- They will assess the needs/ desires/ hopes and create co-operative Programs, such as farming and Seeds Preservation Banks in regions where farming is predominant
- ALONGSIDE supporting and Youth Program planning in each Region for all ages as standard protocol and representation of the Queen Mothers of Arc Chapters Community "One In Light" Unity Missions National/Regional/Sub-Regional Arc Of Nubia Royal Chapters.

Manpower / Knights Lead 257 Nations Project Sector

The Program has two respective programs’ Leadership. The Arcadian Community Men and Knights of the Arc Royal Task-Force 1 roles include:

- Responsibility to lead the Campaign activities in the 257 Nations for " planned from 2016 Federations 257 Nations Kingdoms & Indigenous Nations Royal Tournaments, in full traditional Tournaments style, regalia, royal and indigenous culture, traditions. With special aim the inclusion of the GLOBAL Indigenous Nations and Community TRADITIONAL Sports as primary focus; alongside mainstream popular known sports.
- The Arcadian Community Men & Knights are also to address the logistics planning of the Federations Sport city establishment and facilitations that will be needed towards the Royal
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Tournaments annual hosting and year round programs, to generate employment and funds, towards annual tournaments.

- Working to simulate the Youths active participation and interactive input and opportunities, within the agenda, towards support of its Humanitarian Purpose, of Unity and Rise from Poverty, in all its forms, within struggling communities and families globally.

Project Mission Ambassadors

The mission of our Arc Chapters AMBASSADORS is:

- the Special Portfolio of developing our Royal Kingdoms & Indigenous Nations Federation Royal Tournament and its total Support mechanism, structuring, planning
- Creating a Youth Programs planning arm of local underprivileged Youths.
- logistics, security and global affairs support of the 257 National Chapters
- Security Affairs Arc internal & Events with relations to the 5000+ Regional & Sub-regional Arc Chapters
- PLUS the 1000s of District Chapters localized District/ Township/ Neighborhood districts Arc Chapters that are here not mentioned UNDER the 5000+ Regional and Sub-Regional National Chapters throughout 257 World Nations
- PLUS the 100s of INTERNAL DIGENOUS NATIONS that has each their own chapters and Chapters Funding support Shopping Centers for EACH Indigenous Tribal Nation & Communities thereof
- Locations Security support of the PVIIP – PROJECT VII PHOENIX Primary Agenda, pre-launch Arc Chapters Community "One In Light" Unity Missions National/Regional/Sub-Regional Arc Of Nubia Royal Chapters Warrior-Dames led by the Crown Global Pilot Program that will be an ongoing program of the Knights Crown Council.

With What?
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The Arcadian Task-Forces War on Poverty Battle-gear

- Arc of Nubia Central Command e-Head-Quarters with a population social capacity as Face-book and as well, the Arcs internal 100s of e-Offices, Secretariats and internal progressive online facilitation of the internal community.
- 257 Arc of Nubia Task-Forces Chapters National Support Chapters5000+ Regional/Sub-regional Support Arc Chapters Localized Humanitarian grass-roots Firewall funding:
- 257 Arc Chapters respective Chapter support Funding respective 257 Online Arc Campaign National Chapters Shopping & Trade Centers
- 5000+ Regional/Sub-regional funding support respective 5000+ Online Arc Campaign localize small Medium/large scale Trade & Commerce Shopping Centers
- Plus 1000 Extra AKF-FOS Africa-Asia-Americas Kingdoms & Indigenous Nations internal Kingdoms/Traditional Tribal Leaderships funding Support within the 257 Nations towards poverty eradications and internal development support
- 257 Nations & Internal Indigenous Nations planning Federations Royal Tournament towards employment Unity and Funds generations
- Independent KVIIP Corps. Development Agenda Commercial concerns

Alongside and in Addition within AFRICA AKF-NIT Projects Financial

- **AKF-NIT 2007 Formal Signed Agreement of 38.7 Billion USD** strictly for Primary PVIIP AFRICA 55 Nations Development Construction Realization itself on a National Trans-National Inter-African Nations Governmental Projects Support Funds, Such as Railways, Highways, Roads, Power-Plants and further Turnkey Projects.
- **PLUS** The **1000+ of District Chapters** localized / Township/ Neighborhood Arc Chapters Community Support groups that are here not mentioned UNDER the 5000+ Regional and Sub-Regional National Chapters throughout 257 World Nations
- **PLUS the 100s of INTERNAL INDIGENOUS NATIONS** that has each their own chapters and Chapters Funding support Shopping Centers for EACH Indigenous Tribal Nation & Communities thereof
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Chapters Mission Internal Program Support Offices:

Arc Pilot PVIIP Project - PVIIP Pre-launch Mission Support Activities and Arc Chapters 257 Nations Expansion:

Project VII Phoenix ARC of Nubia International Chapters Task-Force, Function and Internal Infrastructure Secretariat: National /Regional/District Chapters Secretariat Internal Humanitarian support further Offices:

1. Chapter Royal Office
2. Operations Management Office
3. Media & Public Relations Office
4. Trade and Commerce Office
5. Security and Rescue Office
6. Cultural Events and Protocol
7. Community Service Office
8. Communications Office
9. Development Office
10. Shops & Trade Center Management Office

National Ambassadors Regional/Sub-Regional leadership composition of the INTERNAL Chapters Programs

Each group's support staff is comprised of:

- Five (5) Internal Regional Charge d’ Affaires Arc Chapters per Nation - North, South, East, West, Central
- Along with twenty-five (25) Deputy-Charge d’ Affaires per each Nation’s sub-regions collectively.
- Internal Localize Operations & Management Task-Force Offices
- Interlink to all 257 National Chapters MAWOA Congress

Chapters 5000+ Shopping & Trade Centers – towards Local funding support

To better facilitate the expansive requirements throughout the Southern World and to co-ordinate international membership participations, the Arc of Nubia Members Community have the opportunity to
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participate in the establishment of the Arc of Nubia Crown Chapter Royal TASK-FORCE I-III, to support the Federation Project VII Phoenix agenda, and with that support their global community within the unique dual working of this massive decades needed project.

The Chapters Task-Force I, responsible for the active supporters Mission Agenda is of Royal Office Missions under the leadership of Federations Arc of Nubia Community members. To further support the active on-ground development the long-term development needs of the Southern World, means the long-term supplies of goods and services in all thinkable sectors, as such works effectively towards market stabilization.

The growth of small, medium and large business world-wide to facilitate the agenda Development needs Localized global Communities support - A percentage net of the trade from the respective Nation and community localized goes to the Arc of Nubia Chapters towards operations capital and localized development and support projects within their global region. A drop in the unemployment rate within participating Nations will therefore create stabilization of participating Nations Economy.

Global Trade and Commerce is strengthening with the Southern World Billions Population financial empowerment therefore a global market expansion within the Southern World and from the Southern World, PLUS stronger local communities within participating developed Nations. A drop in international market insecurity, Long-term Job security to address the projects realization

- Crown & Royal Chapters Program Agenda Local Funding support & G.O.D AWARD FUNDING Support: 257 Crown Chapters Federation Humanitarian Shopping Centers & Grass-root Trade networking support Platform to be expanded therein to support alongside the Pilot Program starting Shopping Centers present over 400 Articles, to get the project moving.
- Totaling 5000 Regional/States/Provinces/Cities/District internal Arc ROYAL Chapters collectively of the 257 Nations under its National Arc CROWN Chapters.
- This will step by step be expanded upon with the Support of the Internal Chapters Units with the local community to support freely the local home and community small business owners, on a now people for people nook & cranny regions direct trade platform that is showcase within the 257 Nations Chapters so market access expansion possibilities of for struggling local business, and budding micro-business, alongside the well understood and growing Home-Business within a community that is there
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specifically to support that as a community of the collective Nations, represented, within and by the Arc of the Kingdoms Federations.

Program Support Self-Funding internal Program:

Chapter’s respective self-funding Online Shopping & Trade Centers Income disbursement:

The Income from the Federation shopping Centers sale of articles after taxes where applicable is as followed:

- 80% Chapters Community of Chapters Representation Local Projects needs of the Community, decided by the Community of the Chapters by referendum vote.
- 10% 257 National Chapters Community Emergency Relief Funds
- 10% AKF-FOS Program Support Expansion & Staff Operations Capital & fulltime Employment support of Chapters Leadership.

Each Arc Chapter Shopping Center is one of:

- 257 Nations National internal over 5000 Regional and Sub-Regional Arc Royal Chapters respective Arc Chapter funding support Shopping Centers, each covering the World’s 257 Nations’ internal Urban regions, Rural regions, Cities and States.
- Proceeds from the profit from our over 5000 Arc Shopping Centers, the Regional/Sub-Regional internal Districts/Townships/Organizations/Communities, and respective Arc Royal Chapters, is directed fully into our War against Poverty Campaign to: help fund our 5000 Arc Royal Chapters Societies within each of the 257 World Nations INTERNAL home-regions development agenda, and an additional 1000 Arc Indigenous Nations’ Royal Chapters.
- Combatting growing unemployment, poverty and homeless families across the global social borders of Africa, Asia, Middle-East, USA, Europe, Caribbean, and Latin & South America within the lower and middle-economic families sector directly.
- Support localized help organizations with funding, support programs, jobs creations programs, feeding programs, micro-financing, relief efforts and all possible that we can with your help and support, to keep suffering families heads above water!
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- As well as spreading the word and joining our Arc of Nubia Family, you can help us raise much-needed funds to help our cause. Encourage others to buy merchandise from our non-profit organization, together we can make a difference.

In Addition
- Plus 1000s of Extra AKF-FOS Africa – Asia - Americas Kingdoms & Indigenous Nations internal Kingdoms / Traditional Tribal Leaderships, funding, Support Chapters & Funding Centers
- Special Organizations Program Support Centers e.g.: Social services support, Children’s Hospital Support/and so forth.

Arc Chapters National/Regional/Sub-Regional Mission-Projects Support Funding Requirements and Regulations

The 257 Arc Crown Chapters all fall under the Arc CROWN Chapter which is the Arc of Nubia itself collective Community.

- Each of the Arc of Nubia Royal Chapters has its own Arc Chapters Shopping Mall to be used as tool of support of funding, of localize humanitarian Programs/community help Groups Support self-funding, Local NGOs, and Organisations and so forth that are working to directly support their Communities.
- Our Chapters, as per protocol, do NOT ask for Donation/Funding/ nor accept funds, as strict law, unless with a special exemption, and only after full authorization, in writing, and confirmed by the Crown Office.
- We do NOT ask anything for any of the support being given outside of the regulation strict requirements.
- All Arc Chapters and formal Chapters Missions are located within the Arc of Nubia for EACH Nation, EACH Region EACH Sub-Region under the Crown Office.
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257 Nations Head “Arc Of Nubia Federation Crown Chapter”

The FEDERATION Crown Chapter is the Arc of Nubia itself which forms the collective Community Head Chapter of the 257 National Humanitarian Support Shopping Centers, - Arc Crown Chapters plus over 5000 Regional and Sub-regional SHOPPING CENTERS representing the 257 Nations – Arc Royal Chapters.

24 Hours access:

*All are online and accessible via the Net and I-Phones, supported and promoted by its respective Chapters and team members internally.*

- All Arc Chapters will have an internal office to support the shops’ collections and expansions with regional designs according to “One In Light” program themes.
- They also will have an internal sub Office of the Crown Media Office where they can create programs and contribute news for the Arc / AKF News Blog and AKFTV 24/7 via and under directives of the Crown Media Office.

Arc Chapter Officers Time-Investors Remuneration Program

- All Arc Chapters Officers, as here above mentioned, upon TF clearance and formal appointment to post, fall under the Arc Chapters Time Investors Support Programs and its entitlement as the beneficiaries of the Project Purpose and Aim for the all of the People as a Humanitarian Mission, from the fruits earned by the collective efforts, in accordance to Arc Royal Task-Forces Operations Regulations.

Incarcerated Participation & Homeless Support

With this utterance, “I here thus reiterate/ state/ inform/ decree/ and let be known:

- the “One In Light” Humanitarian Project will have a special Arc Mission for any and all incarcerated that have the allowance to access the internet and have clearance of that institution to participate in
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this program in support of the respective purpose of “One In Light” to help the nations INTERNALLY, as well as the districts and the families”.

- This way, the incarcerated can participate in the care of their families and their children’s future, and earn equally the fruits and right of entitlement within that to address them to whom they care for outside, or for themselves, in unity with the all.
- We will establish a Special Arc Chapter within each Region Sub-region to aid the long-term homeless and all that live within nature, for whatever purpose and in accordance to the program that has already been activated in Africa by IHF in South-Africa and equally to be addressed and under IHF as DIRECT portfolio of that Office. That program assists the homeless with their needs if they wish to get on their feet again, so they too can fully participate in this program to help us help each other.

Special Portfolio Mothers

- Another Special Portfolio and Arc Chapter is to be focused on Mothers or Fathers that are main caretakers,
- and within that, the needed funds will be put aside from all Chapters in order to Advance Education with maternal care facilities
- And a conjoined work creation opportunity program and job openings to participate in any and all Arc activities towards their care.
- As with all of the Arc Community, that will include single Parents

Special Chapter

- A Special Chapter will be addressed in each of these Chapter Regions with the sole purpose of the support and care of the Elderly.
- Within that portfolio in the local regions is one where the elderly are integrated in community care programs along with support of the Children within a community support setting.
- There will be no cost/ or needs assessment to participate in the Program itself; Nothing
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Strict Regulation Chapters Participation must see to the establishment of Community systems:

- Community Urban Farms and Seed Reserved Banks for the Community needs as an ongoing program.
- Community Rural Farms and Seeds Reserved Banks for the Community needs as an ongoing program.
- Community must see to the inclusion establishment and facilitation of lands where possible of Bamboo Plantations towards GGI Homestead construction support.
- Community Clay constructions Learning Camps
- Community Water Harvesting systems to irrigate Community and Families indoor farms
- Community Labor Service In-Kind – Exchange Centers. These centers are meant to register services that can be provided by members of the Community amongst the unemployed as primary pay of Labor in Skills In Kind.
- E.g.: X helps Y with repairs of bad plumbing. Y help X with repairs or comparative support where needed or lend the service option to a third that needs a hand.
- E.g.: X has no home but well skilled, Y has a home but income no longer. Both families can join forces supporting the other, and likewise as a Community, protecting each other from further fall in poverty grips, for it affects the all.
- Community Family Urban & Rural Farming & Alternative GGI influenced program focus on global Traditional Homestead Building Camps.
- Purpose many homeless, or about to lose homes can be trained as families in Community constructions traditional techniques in modern applications,
  that can provide homes from the clay of the soil in many cases right beneath our feet,
  including traditional Domes technique, re-engineered and applied to suit modern life, at a minimum of cost,
  Make the basic material available for basic structuring needs.
  Inclusive now of shelter, all season indoor farming to provide for the homesteads.
  Community established co-operations to see to its managements
  Communities by these first steps are securing the collective needs of community participants: Food, Homes, and Jobs Creation as direct Principles thereof.
  Community Centers for Labour: by Barter and In-Kind supports the immediate needs of the unemployed and financial un-empowered, by shared efforts to survive this global climate, build a
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stronger oriented community, and with that by active efforts, supporting each on a National level directly and indirectly our homes and Nations, which THEN gives the possibility, correctness and social responsibility in all fairness to those in need in our immediate surroundings.

➢ With this then and only then can we in moral fairness respect and correctly stand to support and assist any other in need outside our National borders or neighboring Seas.

Priority needs:

Families must be ready to be family communities again and not a community of families in need without hope. They have untapped potential to help self and teach our Children the needed road-map and skills of survival under any situation they may face, by Coming Together as a UNIT Force. This equals a Community.

➢ Families must be ready to join together as Family units to make this program successful so the Family as a collective, by pooling activities, is better assured of first basic needs of Food and Homes. With constitutional community laws for respecting of our environments, i.e. Environmental GGI, protection of our Rivers and Seas are a must because they are critical resources of our unified sustainment should be in greater balance and natural harmony.

Note: Strict Protocol: Operations Base

• The Central Work and Operations for National/Regional/Sub-Regional Chapters is based within the ARCNUBIA Internal respective Arc Chapters, Secretariats Only. Meetings outside of Arc of Nubia on any other Social Media, on matters of our internal Chapters are strictly not allowed. The Arc of Nubia is our Head-Quarters for all such.

Present: Ongoing Expansion Need: Task-Forces OFFICERS!

The Royal Kingdoms Dual Federation will be expanding and establishing Humanitarian Arc Royal Chapters with an ADDITIONAL:

• 257 Arc Royal Task-Force AMBASSADORS
• 257 Arc Royal Chapters Task-Force AMBASSADRESSES
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- **5000** Arc Royal Chapters Charge d’Affairs Regional/Sub-Regional Chapters
- PLUS INTERNAL Regional/Sub-Regional Districts/Towns/Organizations/Schools/Communities respective Community Arc Chapters.

**Needed:**

- Officers or Chapters expansion teams to expand ALL Global districts and Regions Humanitarian support Chapters. The Chapters in accordance to Project Protocol are ALL situated and already established or in establishment within the Arc Crown Chapter of the Arc Of Nubia Community for all 257 Nations.

**Rules & Regulations**

- All are free to participate and join the Arc Chapters regardless of Nationality/Gender/Status
- All are required in accordance to participation area of interest to attend the Chapters Arc Internal Preparations & Orientation on the Program within the Arc.
- All matters of the Chapters Community is to be addressed within Arc Crown Chapter of that Nation respective Chapter, with its respective Regional Head Chapter under guidance and policy given regulations of the Crown Chapters Arc itself
- Arc Chapters that represents the Arc Community and Federations of Kingdoms in reflection of our Constitution of Law, does not get involved in matters of National Politics as Thrones. Therefore it is strictly not allowed as Chapter to use the program against any Government but in that stead to SUPPORT your Nation and Nations Government by self-support to fight poverty as best each can in order that all can Stand.
- We do not participate or entertain any social divides against any Human.
- We do not participate in negative activities. This program is open as stated as well to any and all incarcerated if allowed by that community legal authorities and supported by family FOR the support of Family well-being outside and Community where their Families lives.
- This Program is open to all from the Ages of 16 wanting to make a difference and participate in humanitarian support programs or in support of local Community / School / Church / Youth Programs and so forth.
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Requirements to enter and participate
Task-Force Membership Qualifications requirements:

**Commitment/Motivation/ Purpose of Vision support/Discipline/Humanity**

- The qualifications to manage in accordance to most functions are:
  - basic schooling
  - the ability to follow clear directives,
  - a willingness to learn and participate,
  - a willingness to be open-minded and the will to apply that which you have learned within the structure regarding the ways of life of the Kingdoms as a unified Community family of Arc, the Royal Arcadians.
- The Arc Chapter Member Officers are required to have TF-Academy Orientation/Preparation Training WITHIN our Arc Of Nubia located Task-Force Academy as Federation of Kingdoms/Indigenous representatives. That is Protocol!
- Upon completion of TF Training and depending on performance and portfolio/background, nomination to Posting is decided by the respective Commissions of the Throne responsible for that mission, based on you.
- The people we seek MUST be from the respective Regions
  - and must be socially active in the Community,
  - willingness to make a difference,
  - wanting to move ahead.
- we will be established in all 257 of the World’s Recognized Nations/Countries Islands, simultaneously, working to eradicate poverty, so will need help from all regions and cross sections of the community, and that includes, when allowed by respective Nations authority or State, the incarcerated that can equally as all via the Program structure make a difference to their circumstances and definitely that of their families outside by activies of support as a collective force.
- Ready to get started...Now.
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The Men and Women of Arc Congress Administration Leadership are as followed:

   Federation 1st, 2nd and 3rd Cabinets Court Of Senior Executives in Unity with the Men And Women Of Arc Congress, that forms the very Foundation of Principles guiding this Project Program in their Nations Regions, Homes:

   Formed by:

   (Federation IO 3rd Cabinet expanded Office that integrates the Federation First Secretariat – IO QC Chambers, Federations Second Secretariat – Crown Office, Federation Third Cabinet – Arc Crown Chapters Joint-Congress of Men And Women Of Arc ).

   Comprising of:

IO - The Office of The Federations Head internal Secretariats 3rd Cabinet Crown Council comprising and formed by the representative and on behalf of:

1. Federation AKF Council Of Thrones & Federations PM Office, Internal Throne Council for the Primary PVIIP Agenda Address

2. Federation ARC - IO Queens Council Chambers AKF-FOS Governess Queens

3. Federation Men And Women Of Arc Congress represented by:

   a) FOS Arc WOA Congress Director
   b) FOS Arc MOA Congress CTFRA Director
   c) FOS WOA Congress Secretariat Officers
   d) FOS MOA Congress Secretariat Officers
   e) Crown Office 103 - 2nd Secretariat Administration Officers

Queens Council Support:

257 Nations Ambassadresses – 257 Ambassadors
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- Arc National CROWN Chapters Leadership

Ambassadresses National Internal Humanitarian Program Implementation Support

- Respectively 5000 WOA & MOA Crown Charge d’Affairs, Lead Arc ROYAL Chapters Task-Forces, of the collective 257 Nations Internal Arc ROYAL Chapters Task-Forces, COVERING, responsible for and formed by and from the women OF the Arc Royal Chapters Regions: States/Provinces/Cities/Districts/Local Community/Organisations/NGOs.

Arc of Nubia Internal Project Preparation Status: 12.04.2014 - Chapters

- 257 World Nations National Arc CROWN Chapters Operations Secretariat Prepared
- 257 National CROWN Chapters internal STATES/PROVINCE/CITIES/DISTRICTS ... 5000 plus respective internal Arc ROYAL Chapters; In Preparation, 50% complete. Forecast completion Within 5 - 10 Days
- All USA STATES Arc Internal Chapters Prepared
- Africa/Asia/Caribbean States/Regional Offices 80% Prepared
- Chapters Crown Media Office (Network Central) Prepared
  - AKFTV
  - ArcNews Blog
  - Arc Radio
  - AKFChannel Video Network
- Graphic Designs Support Offices Prepared
- Arc Head-Quarters Internal restructuring for agenda start Prepared
- Federation owned Bank for management long-term financial affairs of Projects PRIMARY Agenda in 2008 Established awaiting final activation opening with full project activation, in Africa. Prepared
- Humanitarian support Special Office for IPRAPI – International Peace Research And Foreign Policy Institute. Newly appointed Director is in place and eSecretariat ready. Prepared
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- PRIMARY Agenda Federation expanded Offices needs 171 additional offices for “Crown Government Africa Internal Agenda” Prepared

Chapters Shopping Centers Preparation Status:

- 257 Arc Chapters Shopping Centers covering ALL WORLD NATIONS – Prepared
- 257 Nations INTERNAL Regional Chapters /Sub-Chapters 5000+ Shopping Centers’ main Prototype prepared and being duplicated by Task-Force Mission project Team of the Federations Imperial Office 80% Prepared - Final Launch Chapters Official Site insertion- 50% complete. Forecast completion within 10 - 15 Days with pull input.
- 257 Chapters NATIONAL Shopping Centers respective Management teams being positioned

Forecast Timeframe Completion all Preparation 1 Month:

- May/June 2014

Work Assignment MOA /WOA & Crown Program Administration Office 103.
Prepared for Introduction Draft presentation to both waiting MEN and Women Of Arc Congresses, WCH, SPMUDA, WPC, All interested Organizations/People are as followed:

- Pilot Program Draft Mission …. to be refined and further in details defined with the 3rd Secretariat
- Pilot Program Operations Draft Mission …. To be refined and in further details defined by 1st & 2nd Secretariats
- Selection, Nomination, and Appointment of remaining 257 National & Indigenous Crown Nations Arc Chapters Ambassadresses
- Selection, Nomination, and Appointment of remaining 257 National & Indigenous Nations Arc Crown Chapters Ambassadors

I thank all for your attention to this pre-launch Program Information,
One In Light. Shebah III.
AKF-FOS - 257 Nations Humanitarian ‘ONE IN LIGHT’ PVIIP Pilot Program

Queen Shebah III
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